M

icrofinance plays a vital role in transforming lives of the unserved
and underserved communities. We have done this in the Southeast
Asian countries especially in the Philippines. This is proven by the
number of families we have assisted who already improved their
way of living.
With CARD Myanmar Company, Limited, I am certain that it will
have a positive ripple effect to the lives of the socioeconomically
challenged families in Myanmar. What we have achieved for many
poor communities in the Philippines will also be realized for the
people of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar.

C

ARD Mutually Reinforcing Institutions (CARD MRI) remains
true to its mission in eradicating poverty. Aside from its
nationwide operations in the Philippines, CARD MRI widens its
reach in the Southeast Asia and other neighboring countries.
CARD MRI strengthens its presence in Myanmar through the
CARD Myanmar Company, Limited.
CARD MRI fully supports CARD Myanmar Company, Limited
to provide heartfelt service and products that will definitely help
them rise from the vicious cycle of poverty.

W

e will realize our goals. Whatever hindrances may
come in our way, we will continue our mission in the
Republic of the Union of Myanmar and to its people in
realizing an improve quality of life for the poor.

W

e stay committed to empower the poor. We have seen how
poverty poisons many lives and we are one of those who fight
it through microfinance service.
CARD Myanmar Company, Limited will do its mission to
break the chains of poverty in the poor communities. We are
determined to eradicate poverty not only in Myanmar, but also
in the poor global communities. CARD Myanmar Company,
Limited will continue to innovate new products and services to
address the needs of the deprived communities in the country.
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As we open seven branches, we already served 7,768
clients. We will not stop here. We will open more doors
to cater the financial and non-financial needs of the
unserved and hard to reach communities.
We are accepting the challenge and we will brave the
storm to create a huge impact in the communities we
serve. Our commitment and determination to help will
never cease because our desire is to see our clients
getting better and more empowered individuals.
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In its thrust to reach more marginalized communities in the
neighboring countries of the
Philippines, CARD Mutually
Reinforcing Institutions (CARD
MRI) fully support CARD Myanmar Company, Limited to realize its mission in Myanmar – an
improved quality of life for every
families who are oppressed by
the viciousness of poverty.
Extending our reach
Looking at the number of financial
institutions in Myanmar, there
are still communities unreached
by their products and services.
The financial institutions in
the country mostly focus on
SME clients. CARD Myanmar
Company, Limited is filling this
gap. The company extended
its products and services to
those who are unserved and
underserved. It aims to help
them start their own enterprise
and assist them in growing their
existing business.

challenges.
The
company
used these as their motivations
to never stop carrying out
its mission in helping more
socioeconomically challenged
families and eventually see them
rise from poverty.

Proving its genuine service to
assist the poorest of the poor,
more companies are trusting
CARD Myanmar Company, Limited. More partnerships are established to facilitate achievement of its goal in empowering
the poor.

Looking for support from different financial institutions who In response to the advancement
have the capacity to fuel the op- of technology, to efficiently
erations is never an easy task. serve its clients, and to increase

its outreach, CARD Myanmar
Company, Limited is investing
in automation. As it promises
to offer the best, it continually
improves its products and
services that will fit to the needs
of its clients.
To keep pace with the other
financial institutions, CARD
Myanmar Company, Limited is
also increasing its loan size to
assist more untapped potential
clients. It is now offering Small
Business Loan to address
the needs of those who need
bigger additional capital for their
business. The company will also
offer client protection program to
insure the life of its clients and
their dependents.
While the staff play as the heart
of the operations of CARD
Myanmar Company, Limited,
the company supports its staff
to further their studies in the
university by giving them study
leave.

Accepting the challenge
In its more than two years of
journey to eradicate poverty in
the country, CARD Myanmar
Company,
Limited
also
experienced breaks and even

Laos, Cambodia, Indonesia and
in Germany in partnership with
the Savings Bank Foundation
for International Cooperation
(SBFIC).

Embracing the CARD culture
We also provide international As CARD MRI attributes its
training and exposure study in success to its core values,
the CARD-MRI Development these were also induced in
Institute in the Philippines, other CARD Myanmar Company,
Asian countries such as Vietnam, Limited. They are guided with
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competence,
family
spirit,
integrity, simplicity, humility,
excellence, and stewardship.
There is no shortcut to success
and the journey of CARD
Myanmar Company, Limited
in zeroing the poverty will
never be easy but it could be
accomplished by group of staff
who are keeping the fire burning
to reach more and help more.
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Bringing the hope to a better life

Continuing the legacy

The story of Ma Thi Thi Moa

do the job orders.
They are doing
this livelihood for
about ten years
now.

Cheroots, a cigar, have been part of
the Myanmar tradition especially in
the village areas. They are fond of
smoking their native cigars. Their
love for cigars gave an opportunity
to a community of women in Bago
to start their income-generating
activity.
Ma Thi Thi Moa, 43, formed
this community. She earned her
experience in making cigars in a
cigarette factory where she used
to work. When she got married,
she resigned and started making
cheroots ordered by a cigar
distributor. The small community,
which is composed of 24 women,

It was only eight months ago from
the time of interview, Ma Thi Thi
Moa joined as a client of CARD
Myanmar Co., Ltd. (CARD). In this
short period of time, she is already
thankful to the institution. “CARD is
They get raw assisting our livelihood. Paying our
materials from weekly obligation in CARD is not a
the
factory, burden to us,” she said.
produce
the
cigars,
and She has MMK 150,000 loan in the
deliver
the institution. She invests all her loans
finished cheroots to their livelihood. They do not have
to the factory. plans of having a child of their own
The factory then delivers the cigars at the moment. Aside from making
to different parts of Myanmar. They cheroots, they are taking care of
can make 20,000 cigar sticks per livestock. Through CARD, she is
day. They earn MMK 5,000.00 for also able to save. All of the women
working with her are also members
every 1,000 sticks they make.
of CARD.
Ma Thi Thi Moa already started
working right after finishing 4th Their small community of cheroots
grade. At an early age, she worked maker has become one big
in a garment factory for three years family that they can lean on. It is
to help in the daily expenses of a community that continues to
her family. Afterwards, she started dream of a better life.
making cigars. Her husband is
a carpenter and has no direct When they have enough savings,
involvement in their livelihood, but they plan to finish the construction
his work provides additional funds of their house and grow their
livelihood to generate more
to pay for their daily expenses.
income.
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The story of Daw Thida Myo

Coming from a well-off family, Daw
Thida Myo and her four siblings
were able to finish their degrees
in universities in Myanmar. Their
parents were businessmen selling
jewelries and slippers and had a
cigar making business, which they
inherited from their parents.
Daw Thida Myo is a graduate of
Bachelors of Law, but she is not
able to pursue her profession. Her
knowledge in law helps them on
how to protect their business. She
and her siblings chose to continue
the business of their parents. They
have different manufacturing areas.

MMK45,000.00
to her two regular
workers per month
while she gives
MMK 6,000.00 for
1,000 sticks for each
daily wage earner.
Because of her
exposure to her
parents’ business
when they were
still young, she is
able to manage the business very
well. There are different brands
of cigarettes smoked by Myanmar
people, but she is confident that
their products are at par with the
other brands.

because they can pay back their
weekly obligations with no burden
and the center meeting schedule is
convenient for them.

Overall, their business capitalization
including her siblings’ is already Her loan in CARD is MMK
MMK 100 million. She has two full 300,000.00. Like the other clients
time employees and has several of the institution, she prefers CARD
daily wage earners. She gives

She wishes that CARD would
continue and last forever to help
more people in need of financial
assistance.

Daw Thida Myo, 43 and single, is
staying with her mother at home.
Her mother named their cigar
brand Loma Shein. She has been
managing her place for 15 years.
They are distributing the goods in
the upper part of Myanmar because
the aroma and taste of their cigar
fits the preference of the locals.

Because of her busy schedule, she
decided to hold their weekly center
Daw Thida Myo is a client of CARD meeting in her cigarette factory so
Myanmar Co., Ltd. (CARD) for that she and her worker would not
two years. Her workers are also fail to attend the meeting.
members of the institution. Being
stable in her finances, she also acts “As long as CARD works with me
as guarantor for her workers so and it helps my workers, I would
they too can access loans in CARD. continue to be a client,” she said.
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Pursuing growth

Right Investment

The story of Ma That That Linn
It is hard to live without your
parents’ guidance. Ma Htat Htat
Linn stopped schooling when
her parents died when she was
in 8th grade. She lived with their
grandparents with her other sibling.
She started trading jewelries after
she stopped schooling to help in
their daily expenses.
When she got married 15 years
ago, they lived in the world’s old
but most accepted standard – a
husband as the breadwinner and a
wife as the light of the home. For
seven years, she is a full time wife
and a mother to her six-year old
daughter.
Her husband works as a driver
delivering raw materials used in
cheroot making since he finished
his pre-university. He is providing
MMK 40,000.00 a week for the
family just enough to provide for
their daily needs. Ma Htat Htat
Linn, 35, thought she is still able
and can help her husband while
still being a wife and a mother.
She started her own small
restaurant in front of their house
eight years ago. She chose this kind

The story of Daw Kyi Kyi Khing

of business because she learned
cooking various viands from her
Chinese and Indian neighbors when
she was still a child. She is preparing
food for lunch and dinner.

100,000.00 initial loan, she now
has MMK 330,000.00 loan that she
invests in her small restaurant.

Ma Htat Htat Linn takes care of
her record in CARD. She asks her
Her husband helped her in serving neighbor to look over her business
while she is attending their weekly
customers during his free time.
center meeting. She always pay on
Aside from the income her husband time and never had an excuse to
gets from driving and the earnings skip its weekly meeting despite her
of her small restaurant, they are busy schedule with the trust that
also renting a small house beside CARD can provide higher loan for
her plan to expand her business in
their house.
the near future.
With the encouragement of her
friend, she became a client of CARD From being just a housewife,
Myanmar Co., Ltd. (CARD). She is Ma That Thant Linn feels more
one of the pioneering clients of empowered with the assistance of
the institution.
CARD to her business.
She joined a
week before the
center in her
area
opened.
She was easily
convinced
because of its
affordable loan
products
and
convenient
weekly meetings
and payment.
From
MMK
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Having good education is the right Her husband’s family has a duck
of everyone, a right but still a choice blood business where their current
if we want to have it or not.
business originated.
Daw Kyi Kyi Khing is the second
among five siblings. Only one of
them finished university. If Daw Kyi
Kyi Khing, now 43, will be given a
chance to continue her study in the
university she would grab it. She
wishes to finish Economics because
she thinks it could help in growing
her business.
After her pre-university, she used
to sell vegetables on the road to
contribute in paying daily expenses
of the family. She was not able
to finish studying in a university
because she got married early.

Daw Kyi Kyi Khing has five children
who are all attending school; two
are in the university, and the other
three are in 9th grade, 5th grade,
and in primary school. With the
good run of their business, they
are able to send them all to school.
They are generating an income of
MMK 70,000.00 per day, which is
enough to provide for the needs of
their children.
Like many other businesses, she
also experienced some challenges.
There are times they experience
shortage of laborer causing delayed
delivery
of
orders. Three of
her children are
already helping
in their business
whenever they
are on vacation.
They
have
seven
regular
employees
who earn MMK
120,000.00
a
month.
She
also
provides
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free meal to them. To address
the shortage of laborer, they hire
several daily wage earners whom
she gives MMK 6,000.00 per day.
Aside from her business, she is also
investing in other people’s business
like car rental to earn extra profit.
With her experience, she learned
where to invest that will give her
higher return.
She is a client of CARD Myanmar
Co., Ltd. (CARD) for three years.
Her MMK 380,000.00 present loan
in the institution goes to the salary
of her workers. Though she needed
a bigger capital more than the first
loans the institution is providing to
its clients, she chooses to stay as a
client of CARD. “I don’t want to quit
because of the good relationship
I have built with the staff and the
institution,” she shared.
When CARD started to operate
in their area and formed a center
or group of women to help, she
became the first center chief of her
group. I do it voluntarily. I am just
happy that I can help my officers
and the other clients of CARD to
have financial assistance from the
institution,” she said.

Making the right choice

The story of Daw San Dar Win & Hla Hla Win
When she started in 2006, she used
to rent a space for her pharmacy.
Her initial capital was MMK 3
million. It was after a year when she
bought her own place and house.

There was a time when healthcare
services are in demand in the
market. With the hope that they
will land in a job with better pay
and compensation, many students
aspire to finish healthcare courses
in colleges or universities.
While
many
schools
give
opportunities to choose who and
what profession they want to
take in the future, the Myanmar
education system defines the
course a student must take when
they enter university. Courses
related to English and Economics
were the courses delimited by the
examination results of Daw San Dar
Win and Hla Hla Win when they
took the examination to enter a
university.

Her profit per day is MMK
15,000.00 plus the monthly income
of her husband in a photo studio
is enough to provide the needs of
their two children and meet their
Daw San Dar and Hla Hla are daily expenses.
siblings and finished their courses
determined by their examinations’ When she heard about CARD
result and not by their choice or Myanmar Co., Ltd. (CARD) three
years ago, she was easily convinced
passion.
to join because of the convenient
The siblings finished their university weekly payment and it could help
and took up nursing aid vocation her business to grow. From her
after graduation and both opened MMK 90,000.00 first loan in the
institution, she managed to increase
their own pharmacy later.
her loan to MMK 500,000.00 in her
third cycle.
Growing together
Daw San Dar, 37, is already in the
pharmaceutical business for more More than the financial assistance
than a decade. After finishing her CARD offers, it also provides
vocation, she worked in a factory financial literacy on where to invest
for three years and then became a their loans. “Our account officers
freelance caregiver. When she had teaches us on where we should
saved enough money, she started utilize our loans, to grow it and not
to waste it to worthless stuff,” said
her own pharmacy.
Daw San Dar. “CARD has helped
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me financially and personally,” she to have her own
added.
pharmacy.
Her pharmacy is open from 8:00AM12:00MN. When her husband is
done with his duty in the studio,
he helps her in her business. The
couple is working together to raise
their family well.
Realizing dreams
Their father’s death when they
were still young forced their mother
to work abroad to provide for their
needs. They grew up without their
parents beside them.
Their mother, who is just visiting
them from time to time, now has
a new family in Malaysia. Despite
this, their mother continued to
provide for their needs. Hla Hla
took up nursing aid vocation for her
to open a pharmacy. She borrowed
MMK 3 million capital from her
mother when she established her
own business in 2010.
When still in school, Hla Hla never
planned to be an employee because
she thought it will not give much
income to her. When she took up
her vocations, she already planned

She handles her
business well.
Recently,
she
bought a house
and she plans to
buy a car next
year. “When you
manage
your
own business,
you can earn
faster than being
an employee,”
said Hla Hla. She has been married
for more than a year and has no
child yet. She is 100% focused on
her pharmacy.
She is just renting her space for
MMK 60,000.00 per month but she
plans to buy her own place where
she can operate her pharmacy.
When she learned about CARD
through her sister Daw San Dar,
she joined even if she needed to
start only with MMK 80,000.00
initial loan, far from the amount
she needed to grow her business.
Her sister told her that CARD can
provide higher amount of loan if
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she will continue her relationship
with the institution.
Hla Hla has already MMK
300,000.00 loan in her one year and
four months in the institution. She
trusts the institution will provide
her bigger loan amount to help
her expand her business. “CARD
does what it promised. They will
release the loan immediately once
approved,” said Hla Hla.
Aside from their pharmaceutical
business, the siblings offer services
like blood pressure monitoring,
which they provide in their
pharmacies.

Working with your passion

Embracing success

The story of Daw Win Mey

Working with your interest is family, Daw Win Mey and her
definitely the most satisfying work co-worker resigned and started
their own shuttlecock making
one could ever have.
business. Her partner has named
During the childhood of Daw Win their product Pyit Taing Htaung
Mey, now 58 years old, she used shuttlecock.
to play badminton. It’s her past
time. When her parents died, she When her partner got old and
stopped schooling and worked as a was not able to help manage their
daily wage earner in a shuttlecock business, all the rights of their
factory for 15 years to help her business was passed unto her.
family.
She is managing this business
When she already raised her own for a long time and learned how
to improve their
product.
“Once
you know how to
play badminton,
you will know
how to improve
the quality of
your shuttlecock,”
she shared. She
has three classes
of
shuttlecock
depending on its
quality.

The story of Yin Kha

Co., Ltd., (CARD), Daw Win Mey
commends the products and services of the institution. “They work
effectively and accurately. They also
give us financial literacy trainings
during center meetings,” she said.
Today, she has MMK 300,000.00
loan in CARD, which she uses in
their continuous production.
She is also recommending CARD to
her friends because it truly helps
small businesses and because its
staff are working professionally. “I
am thankful to CARD for supporting
our small business,” she said.
Her children are helping her in the
process of making shuttlecocks. She
just wanted a small business that
she can easily manage and they do
not need to employ.

She hopes that people will
someday recognize their brand.
“In everything I do, I do it with all
my heart. I am grateful that some
people appreciate our products
A three year client because they last longer than they
of CARD Myanmar think,” she shared.
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At a young age, Yin Kha, now 59
years old, already learned to take
responsibilities when her father
died early and her mother was sick
then. She makes and sells rice cakes
in the market. Because of their hard
situation before, she was not able
to finish her school.
She may have a tough experience
before but Yin Kha is now the
finance manager of their own
slippery business.

products and reach more of their
potential clients.
Their business generated jobs in
their local community. She has
already ten employees.
“When we were just starting,
looking for potential clients is
a tough job. We have to make
a strategy to earn their trust in
our footwear products. When
we already established a strong
relationship with our clients, we
make sure that they will continue
to be with us,” shared Yin Kha.
They don't put much interest on
their products to retain the good
relationship with their clients.

Yin Kha has two sons. Her eldest
son is very much inclined in making
slippers. When he learned to make
slippers in his pre-university, he
turned it as their livelihood. They
have been in the business for 15
years now. Her son is in-charge As a businesswoman, she learned
of designing and monitoring the to accept criticisms from
quality of their products while she her clients to raise the
is managing the financial cash flow quality of their footwear
of their business.
products.
From their MMK 500,000.00 capital
in establishing the business, they
are now using MMK 10 million
capital for their continuous
production. They are distributing
their footwear in different footwear
shops in Yangon.
They are using the power of social
media and website to market their

With
their
existing
business, Yin Kha became
a client of CARD Myanmar
Co., Ltd. (CARD) to grow
their business capital. She
has been a member of
CARD for three years now
with MMK 300,000.00
loan. She uses it in their
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business and she looks forward,
having a good performance as a
client of CARD, to have a higher
loan in the institution in the near
future.
Yin Kha is also the center treasurer
of their group. “More than the loan
I get from CARD, the relationship
I build with my fellow clients and
staff is already valuable enough to
continue my membership in CARD,”
she said.
Yin Kha is saving to buy a bigger
machine that they can use in their
business. She also advises her fellow
members to be responsible enough
when taking loans. “They have
to stay focused on their business
for them to achieve success,” she
shared.
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